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ABSTRACT: In certain regions, such as Europe, the increase in global air temperatures in theworld is translated intomore

frequent extreme events. Recent studies suggest that the increasing intensity in heatwaves seems to be related to the

interannual variability of the mean temperature, a finding that motivates the search for its possible predictability. El Niño–
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is the principal predictor of global climate variability at interannual time scales. Its impact on

European climate has been deeply studied in relation to rainfall variability, but only a few studies exist that focus on its

impact on temperature. In this work, we focus on the analysis of the interannual variability of maximum and minimum

temperatures in order to find some predictability and trends. To that end, we choose thewesternEuropean region, which has

experienced intense heatwaves and is also the main region of air temperature interannual variability in Europe. Our results

indicate that the ENSO impact on temperatures over this region is nonlinear and nonstationary. We have found the way in

which, during the decades prior to 1980s, the increase in temperatures is related to La Niña in summer and to El Niño in fall

during the decades after the 1980s, which shows a change in the seasonality of the impact. We study the dynamical

mechanisms involved, which suggest a circumglobal response for summer and an arching-like teleconnection pattern in fall.

The aforementioned warmer conditions in western European temperatures are found to be significantly correlated to

ENSO characteristics of previous seasons, which suggests a potential source for improving the seasonal forecast.
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1. Introduction

The increase in global surface temperature is one of the

most evident fingerprints of climate change, having strong

impact over Europe, especially in summer (Giorgi 2006; Fischer

et al. 2014; Bador et al. 2017). In particular, western and central

Europe have been affected by extreme heatwaves during recent

years (Kyselý 2010; García-Herrera et al. 2010; Barriopedro

et al. 2011), and it is believed that they will become more fre-

quent, more intense, and longer-lasting under climate change

scenarios (Guerreiro et al. 2018). In particular, the temperature

during the summer of 2003 exceeded that of any previous summer

over the preceding 500 years (Trigo et al. 2005), and the heatwave

between 1 and 15 August was regarded as the deadliest natural

disaster during last 50 years inEurope (DeBono et al. 2004).Most

recently, in June 2017, extremely high temperatureswere detected

in westernEurope (WE), giving rise to the warmest June in Iberia

and the second warmest recorded in France and Switzerland

(Sánchez-Benítez et al. 2018). A recent study has found how the

hot summers of 2017 and 2018 in the Northern Hemisphere could

be related not only to global warming but also to natural internal

variability (Zheng and Wang 2019).

Research into the ways that such high temperatures can be

better predicted is vital for reducing the socioeconomic im-

pacts of future heatwaves (Della-Marta et al. 2007). The in-

creasing intensity of heatwaves seems to be a consequence of

higher mean temperatures (Ballester et al. 2010), which sug-

gests that improving the predictability of anomalous summer

mean air temperatures will help to forecast the heatwaves that

are probably related to them (Ossó et al. 2018).

It is well known that European climate variability can be

associated with both atmospheric internal variability and sea

surface temperature (SST)-forced atmospheric teleconnections,

not only from the surrounding oceans but also from remote

regions such as the Pacific Ocean (Hoerling et al. 2001, 2004;

Bracco et al. 2004; Hurrell et al. 2004; Branstator and Selten

2009; Deser and Phillips 2009; Hurrell and Deser 2009).

Nevertheless, the mechanism, linearity, timing, and statio-

narity of these teleconnections throughout the seasonal

cycle are still a matter of debate (López-Parages et al. 2015,
2016, hereafter LP15, LP16; Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. 2016;

Brands 2017; Bulić et al. 2017).

Regarding forced response, several studies point to El Niño–
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) as a mode of variability with a

modest but significant impact on the North Atlantic–European

sector (NAES; Brönnimann 2007; Rodríguez-Fonseca et al.

2016; Taschetto et al. 2020). This influence of ENSO has been

related to an atmospheric dipole pattern that resembles the

North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO; Mezzina et al. 2020),

identifying a link between the positive ENSO phase and a

negative NAO-like pattern, mainly during boreal wintertime

(e.g., Pozo-Vázquez et al. 2005; García-Serrano et al. 2011).
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However, different ENSO spatial configurations trigger dis-

tinct teleconnections and responses over the European conti-

nent (Frauen et al. 2014; LP16).

Furthermore, the linearity (or not) of the influence of La

Niña (LN) andEl Niño (EN) over Europe is not yet completely

understood, as contradictory results are reported in the lit-

erature (Deser et al. 2017; Ayarzagüena et al. 2018a). This

influence has been found to be nonstationary in time, indi-

cating that the Atlantic multidecadal variability (AMV) is a

modulator of the ENSO signature in central Europe and

WE (López-Parages and Rodríguez-Fonseca 2012, hereafter

LP12). Some modulations associated with the Pacific decadal

oscillation (PDO) have also been described (Zanchettin et al.

2008; LP12; Zhang et al. 2012; LP15, LP16). Nevertheless, the

multidecadal modulation of ENSO impact on Europe still

requires more research, even more so where the expected

changes due to global warming are concerned (Müller and
Roeckner 2008).

The role of the ENSO diversity on the associated tele-

connections is also under debate (Taschetto et al. 2020).

Distinct spatial ENSO patterns [eastern Pacific (EP) vs central

Pacific (CP)], linked to different position of the SST anomalies

in the equatorial Pacific, seem to impact the Pacific atmosphere

differently, and in turn to modify the Rossby waves affecting

the European climate (LP16).

For more in-depth research into the socioeconomic impacts

associated with the ENSO–WE teleconnection, it is important

to address the signatures on fundamental meteorological var-

iables, such as surface temperature and rainfall. Significant

responses to ENSO for European rainfall (Stockdale et al.

1998; Raible et al. 2003; Shaman and Tziperman 2011; Bulić

and Kucharski 2012; Shaman 2014a,b) and temperature

(Bergman 1984; Kiladis and Diaz 1989) have been docu-

mented, although the latter has been less studied.

Although a stratosphere pathway has also been reported

(Manzini et al. 2006; Bell et al. 2009; Cagnazzo and Manzini

2009; Ineson and Scaife 2009; Ayarzagüena et al. 2018b), the

main mechanism explaining the ENSO teleconnection with

the NAES is through tropospheric Rossby waves generated

by anomalous diabatic heating in the tropical Pacific. This

mechanism can be viewed as a combination of an arching-like

pattern and a circumglobal teleconnection pattern (CGT;

Branstator 2002) trapped along the northern jet stream (Lau

and Peno 1992; Chen 2002; Ding et al. 2011, hereafter D11).

Regarding the former, two different arching teleconnection

structures reaching the North Atlantic from the tropical

Pacific have been described: the Pacific–North American

(PNA) pattern and the tropical Northern Hemisphere (TNH)

pattern (Mo and Livezey 1986; Barnston et al. 1991). The

TNH, which shifts eastward with respect to the PNA, has

mostly been related to ENSO, in contrast to the PNA, which

can also be internally generated (Bonsal and Shabbar 2011).

In this context, and focusing on wintertime, Yu et al. (2015)

show that the PNA-type teleconnection seems to come from

both EP and CP ENSO patterns, while the TNH pattern

comes from EP ENSO spatial configurations. Furthermore,

Brönnimann (2007) found how the TNH-type teleconnection

pattern is limited to winter and it is not until January when

this spatial structure is completely established (Bladé et al. 2008;
King et al. 2018). In relation to the CGT teleconnection, the

ENSO-forced response has been described as a wavenumber-5

structure (Ding and Wang 2005, hereafter DW05). Most of the

aforementioned studies are focused on winter, when ENSO rea-

ches its peak. However, D11 analyze the tropical–extratropical

teleconnection in summers before and after ENSO episodes,

concluding that CGT dominates in summers before the event’s

peak and the arching-like pattern in summers after it.

In this work, we focus on the ENSO teleconnection with the

European air surface temperatures, with particular attention to the

related impact on maximum and minimum temperatures (Tmax

and Tmin) over WE. The possible nonstationary and nonlinear

features of the teleconnection have also been addressed.

The structure of the manuscript is as follows. In section 2,

data and methodology are described. Section 3 presents the

results, starting with a brief explanation of the seasonal cycle of

Tmax and Tmin in WE, followed by an analysis of the ENSO

influence on this area, and finishing with a potential application

of our results to improve seasonal predictability. Finally, a

summary and a brief discussion are presented in section 4.

2. Data and methods

In this work, a daily high-resolution gridded dataset (E-OBS

17.0; Cornes et al. 2018), with 0.258 3 0.258 latitude–longitude
resolution, is used for analyzing the variability of Tmax and

Tmin over WE (358–638N, 108W–68E). Additionally, different

atmospheric and oceanic reanalysis datasets are selected in

order to explore the associated dynamical mechanisms. The

period chosen is 1950–2016 (referred to simply as the whole

period of analysis).

The atmospheric variables come from the gridded NCEP–

NCAR reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996) with 2.58 3 2.58 latitude–
longitude resolution. In particular, we use temperature at

850 hPa (T850) over the NAES (308–708N, 608W–208E), and
geopotential height and zonalwind velocity at 200 hPa (Z200 and

U200), all in the tropical band and the Northern Hemisphere

(308S–908N, 08–3608E).
The SST comes from theHadleyCentre Sea Ice and Sea Surface

Temperature dataset (HadISST; Rayner et al. 2003), which covers

the globe with a grid of 18 3 18 latitude–longitude resolution. This
dataset is also used for calculating distinct EN indices: Niño-1.2
(108S–0, 908–808W), Niño-3 (58S–58N, 1508–908W), Niño-3.4 (58S–
58N, 1708–1208W), and Niño-4 (58S–58N, 1608E–1508W).

Throughout this study, distinct anomaly correlation analysis are

performed to investigate the link between Tmax and Tmin inWE

and the tropical Pacific SSTs associated with ENSO. In particular,

we address the stationarity of this teleconnection by calculating

these correlations in a 20-yr sliding window and, since we focus on

interannual time scales, a high-pass Butterworth filter (with a

cutoff threshold of 7 years) is applied to the anomalous fields.

An empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis is also

applied to study in depth the variability of Tmax and Tmin in

WE. To this end, we calculate the temporal variances of these

variables for all the spatial points within WE and analyze the

regions sharing variability. The resultant variance matrix is

diagonalized, and the principal directions (EOFs) in which the
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variability is organized are represented in terms of correlation

maps between the corresponding principal component and the

Tmax and Tmin anomalies at each spatial point (von Storch

and Zwiers 2001).We also obtain the different composite maps

based on Tmax, Tmin, and EN indices. Composites of geo-

potential height at upper levels are represented in order to

address the teleconnection mechanisms with ENSO.

With the aim of better understand the underlying mecha-

nisms involved in the teleconnection, the outgoing longwave

radiation (OLR), and the atmospheric streamfunction and the

wave activity flux (WAF) at the upper troposphere are also

computed. The latter, which broadly represents the group ve-

locity of Rossby waves, is computed from the anomalous wind

components and the zonally asymmetric part of the stream-

function regression maps [assuming stationary Rossby waves

and neglecting vertical movements; see Eq. (38) of Takaya and

Nakamura (2001) for further details]. This magnitude can be

very useful when analyzing the migratory and stationary dis-

turbances propagating through a zonally varying basic flow.

Through the whole study, we analyze the statistical signifi-

cance using a Student’s t test. An alternative Fisher’s f test is

applied for the significance of the standard deviation (std)

and a Monte Carlo tests for cases with poor significance, as for

the streamfunction and the WAF (1000 permutations of the

original data). In all cases, a 90% confidence level is chosen.

3. Results

To examine changes in Tmax and Tmin during the observed

period and following its seasonal cycle, a region in WE has

been selected (WE-box; see the black box in Fig. 1). This

subdomain represents a significant center of action of Tmax

and Tmin variability (Fig. 1). The corresponding leading EOFs

explain around the 50% of the total variance, thus highlighting

its relevance in terms of interannual variability. We use the

target area within the selected box in order to create related

indices (the Imax index by averaging Tmax over the WE-box

and the Imin index by averaging Tmin over the WE-box).

In section 3a, we analyze the seasonal cycle of Tmax and Tmin

in the region under study (WE-box), including possible non-

stationarities. We analyze this aspect further in sections 3b and 3c

with the aim of determining the possible modulating role of the

changing climatological conditions. ENSO impact throughout the

seasonal cycle is assessed by calculating a 20-yr moving-window

correlation, for each season, between the Imax and Imin indices

and different EN indices (section 3b). This enables us to address

the seasonality and the stationarity of the teleconnection aswell as

the role of ENSO in terms of spatial (EP and CP spatial config-

urations) and temporal (EN vs LN phases) nonlinearities.

a. Seasonal cycle

Considering the whole period of 1950–2016, Imax and Imin

present their maximum and minimum mean values during

boreal summer and winter, respectively (Figs. 2a,b). Regarding

variability, both variables present the highest variability in the

coldest season, with a secondary relative maximum for Imax in

summer. On the other hand, the lowest variability appears in

fall for Imax and in late summer for Imin.

To deepen the evolution of the seasonal cycle, we perform a

20-yr sliding-window analysis (Figs. 2c,d). The mean anomalies

in Imax (Fig. 2c) and Imin (Fig. 2d) show a clear tendency to

highest values in the last decades of the whole period, in

agreement with the evolution of global warming over the re-

gion (Vicente-Serrano and Rodríguez-Camino 2017). Changes

in variability (Figs. 2e,f) show maximum values that seem to

change from winter during the early 1960s to spring around the

1980s and finishing at fall in the 2000s. Nevertheless, most of

these values are not statistically significant and should be in-

terpreted with caution.

b. ENSO influence

To explore the possible role of ENSO in modifying the in-

terannual variability of temperature in our study region, we

calculate a 20-yr moving-window correlation between twoWE

anomalous Imax and Imin indices (calculated by removing the

seasonal mean of the whole period) and different EN indices.

These correlations are performed for all the possible 3-month

seasons of the year, from JFM (January–March) to DJF

(December–February). Since the ENSO teleconnections may

change according to the location of the Pacific SST anomalies

(Frauen et al. 2014; LP15, LP16; Zhang et al. 2019), different EN

indices are used for considering distinct ENSOflavors (EP vsCP).

The results point to summer and fall as the seasons in which

ENSO impacts on temperature, showing negative correlations

in the former season and positive correlations in the latter.

These values exceed 0.5 in OND and reach 20.7 for JAS

(Fig. 3). Nevertheless, these peaks occur in particular periods

and the statistical significance is limited to some specific decades

for the selected box, indicating a remarkable nonstationary re-

lationship with ENSO. The decades in which a stronger signal is

detected agreewith those found in LP12when analyzing rainfall,

in which correlations between ENSO and rainfall turned from

negative to positive values in the mid-1970s. This changing

teleconnection could be linked to the so-called climate shift

that took place in the Pacific in 1976 (Venrick et al. 1987;

Ebbesmeyer et al. 1991), but also with variations in the AMV

(with changes of phases in 1968 and 1995; Knight et al. 2006)

and/or the anthropogenic global warming (IPCC 2014).

Surprisingly, no significant correlations appear between Imax

and Imin and EN indices in winter and spring, seasons that have

been proposed as those with stronger ENSO impacts on Europe

(e.g., LP12; Shaman2014b). This finding should be interpretednot

as an absence of the ENSO teleconnection with Europe in these

seasons, but rather as an absence of ENSO impact on tempera-

ture, since most of the previous studies focused on rainfall.

The pattern of positive correlations with ENSO shown in

Fig. 3 (please see the yellow/red shaded areas) changes from

winter in the 1960s to summer in the 1980s, ending in fall during

the 2000s, when the correlations become significant for almost

all the EN flavors (except for Niño-1.2 and Niño-3 with Tmax).

This structure presents some similarities with those in the sea-

sonal cycle variability represented in Fig. 2. Indeed, the periods

and seasons with higher correlations and higher std broadly

coincide, despite the absence of significance. This concomitance

reinforces the hypothesis of ENSO as an important driver be-

hind the changes in the seasonal cycle.
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Another interesting feature is the sensitivity of the above-

mentioned correlations with respect to the ENSO flavor (EP vs

CP). The link identified in fall from the 1990s onward is

stronger for the central tropical Pacific SSTs (Niño-3.4 and

Niño-4) than for the eastern tropical Pacific SSTs (Niño-1.2
and Niño-3). On the other hand, the link in summer, although

stronger for Niño-3 and Niño-3.4 indices, seems to be less

sensitive to the ENSO spatial configuration.

The results in Fig. 3 point therefore to a seasonal and nonsta-

tionaryENSOteleconnectionwithWEtemperatures. Thus, correct

prediction of ENSO teleconnections withWE temperatures would

require a deep analysis of the related seasonality and stationarity.

FIG. 1. Leading modes of Tmax and Tmin variability in WE. Leading empirical orthogonal function (EOF1)

[contours, contour interval (ci)5 0.18 per std in the PC] of the anomalous temperature over WE (358–638N, 108W–

68E). The percentage of explained variance is indicated in the right-hand corner of each panel. Dotted regions

indicate statistically significant areas, according to a t test at the 90% level of confidence. The black box indicates the

domain (WE-box; 428–558N, 78W–58E) used to create a Tmax and Tmin index (Imax and Imin) in the present study.
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The way in which the anomalous energy release from the

ocean during different ENSO events occurs, and how it is

propagated into the NAES, must be analyzed in order to check

the physical robustness of all these statistical correlations. In

addition, the causes of the changing teleconnection also re-

quire clarification. To this end, in section 3c we focus on the

seasons and periods with significant correlations with ENSO:

1953–75 in summer [July–September (JAS)] and 1990–2016 in

fall [October–December (OND)]. The linearity of the tele-

connection will be also addressed.

c. Teleconnections in summer and fall

1) SUMMER (JAS; 1953–75)

ENSO teleconnections with Europe are not only nonsta-

tionary, but also nonlinear in terms of spatial structure (LP16).

Nevertheless, the linearity (or not) in terms of ENSO phase is

still under debate (Deser et al. 2017; Ayarzagüena et al. 2018a).
To gain a preliminary idea of how each phase of ENSO (EN

andLN) impacts temperature withinWE, and to compare these,

we show a year-by-year evolution of Imax, Imin, and Niño-3.4
indices (Fig. 4). Although statistically significant correlations

appear in Fig. 3 for all EN indices (suggesting a minor depen-

dence with ENSO flavor), the strongest ones are obtained for

Niño-3.4. As a consequence, we used this EN index in Fig. 4.

In the selected period (1953–75), Imax/Imin and Niño-3.4
present an opposite evolution, in congruence with the negative

correlations shown in Fig. 3. Twelve of the 23 years analyzed

present opposite anomalies between Imax and Niño-3.4, and
eight between Imin and Niño-3.4 (black dots). A total of 16

ENSO events take place during this period (in green; 4 EN

cases denoted as 1 and 12 LN cases denoted as 2), showing

FIG. 2. Seasonal cycle of Imax and Imin: (a),(b) 3-month seasonalmean (left axis) and std (right axis) from 1950 to

2016. Also shown are 20-yr sliding-window (centered) seasonal means anomalies and std for (c),(e) Imax and (d),(f)

Imin throughout the seasonal cycle. The dotted grid points indicate periods and seasons for which the mean (std) is

significantly different from themean (std) in the whole period in (a) and (b), according to a Student’s t test (Fisher’s

f test) at the 90% confidence level. Box analyzed (WE-box) is 428–558N, 78W–58E.
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how 75% (50%) of the ENSO events have a significant impact

on Tmax (Tmin). On the other hand, although the 1976–2016

period is even longer than 1953–75, this anticorrelation be-

tween Niño-3.4 and Imax/Imin appears noticeably weaker;

with only 6 years out of 22 ENSO events matching that con-

dition (black dots), less than 30% of the cases analyzed.

To explore the linearity of ENSO impact on WE, we

performed a composite analysis for different variables in such a

way that not only the direct impact on temperature, but also

the associated teleconnection mechanisms can be addressed

(Figs. 5–7). For simplicity, we hereafter refer to these composites

of positive Imax and Imin anomalies asWARM(Figs. 5a–h) and

FIG. 4. JAS standardized anomalies of Imax (red), Imin (blue), and Niño-3.4 (green) indices throughout the whole period (1950–2016).

The horizontal black dashed lines indicate thresholds (60.5 std). Years that exceed the positive threshold for Imax, Imin, andNiño-3.4 are
indicated in the bottomwith red, blue, and green plus signs (1), respectively. The years that exceed negative threshold for Imax, Imin, and

Niño-3.4 are indicated in the bottom with red, blue, and green minus signs (2), respectively. The black points represent the years that

contribute to negative correlation between Niño-3.4 and Imax and/or Imin (positive/negative Niño and negative/positive Imax or Imin).

FIG. 3. Variability in seasonal cycle of ENSO correlations with Imax and Imin. Evolution of the 20-yr window (centered) correlation

(sliding 1 year, from 1950 to 2016) between (top) Imax and (bottom) Imin and the indices of (from left to right) Niño-1.2, Niño-3, Niño-3.4,
and Niño-4. The correlation is calculated for the 12 possible 3-month seasons of the year and all 20-yr windows. The bold contours

correspond to statistically significant values, according to a t test at the 90% confidence level. From this figure, the periods 1953–75 and

1990–2016 have been chosen as those with significant correlations with ENSO in summer (JAS) and fall (OND), respectively.
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to those of negative Imax and Imin as COLD (Figs. 5i–o), re-

spectively. Furthermore, to further investigate the ENSO char-

acteristics underlying the teleconnection, we isolate those ENSO

years impactingWE temperatures (second column in Fig. 5) from

those without an influence (right column in Fig. 5).

An initial result indicates how most WARM cases (8 out

10 for Imax and 6 out 9 for Imin) coincide with LN years

(Figs. 5b,f). These cases present a center of positive anomalies

over WE, which explains the warm surface temperature. On

the contrary, the patterns associated with WARM events that

are not related to LN (Figs. 5c,g) show weaker anomalies,

suggesting therefore a totally different underlying mechanism.

Strikingly, the remaining LN episodes (those unrelated to

WARM events) present very cold and significant anomalies

over WE (Figs. 5d,h). Thus, we identify apparent opposite

impacts of LN in our study domain: one producing warm

conditions (Figs. 5b,f) and other producing negative conditions

(Figs. 5d,h). This suggests differences in LN characteristics

and/or the underlying propagation mechanism. This feature is

analyzed in depth in section 4.

For COLD cases (Figs. 5i–o), the relation to EN is not

as clear as for WARM, since in less than half of cases

(Figs. 5i,l) there is a concomitance with EN years (Figs. 5j,m).

Furthermore, the negative anomalies over WE for those

years with an EN event, although significant, extend through

very limited areas (Figs. 5j,m). However, the patterns linked

to COLD events and not related to EN show a marked

negative center over WE (Figs. 5k,n). This suggests the

presence of another source of predictability (apart from EN)

behind these COLD events and/or an important impact of

FIG. 5. Composites of T850 patterns and their relationship with ENSO in JAS. Composites of anomalous temperature at 850 hPa

calculated for years with extreme Imax and Imin and considering Niño-3.4 influence throughout the period 1953–75 (selecting cases with

standardized anomalies above 0.5 or below20.5 std). Years corresponding to positive composites of (a) Imax and (e) Imin (WARMcases)

are divided into years with (b),(f) negative Niño-3.4 index and (c),(g) no La Niña. (d),(h) Composites for negative Niño-3.4 events that do
not match with WARM cases. (i)–(o) As in (a)–(h), but for the negative composites of (i) Imax and (l) Imin (COLD cases) and

(j),(k),(m),(n) comparing with the positive composite of Niño-3.4 index and (o) showing the positive Niño-3.4 events that do not match

with the COLD cases of Imin. The dotted regions indicate statistically significant areas according to a t test at the 90% confidence level.
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internal variability in this case. Nevertheless, although EN

could act as a predictor of COLD events, the sample avail-

able is very limited so we must be cautious when assessing

predictability in these cases.

To arrive at a better assessment of the effect of ENSO

flavor on WE temperatures, SST composites are obtained for

WARM and COLD events over the tropical band (Fig. 6). As

expected, WARM cases reveal a LN pattern extending over

the eastern and central equatorial Pacific (Figs. 6a,c). This

result is especially marked for Imax (Fig. 6a). For COLD

cases, an EN signal emerges, especially for Imax, but it is not

statistically significant. The same analysis but for the period

with nonsignificant correlations between ENSO and Imax/

Imin is presented in the online supplemental material (see

Fig. S1 therein). As expected, the SST anomalies do not

present any ENSO pattern.

Thus, our results suggest a robust relation between LN and

WARM events. As a result, we focus on analyzing the tele-

connection mechanism triggered by LN. Regarding the EN

link with COLD events, given that only a small number of

cases have been identified, no clear conclusions can be drawn

(Figs. S2 and S3).

To address themechanismsbehindLN-related teleconnections,

WARM composites are calculated for both global SST and

Z200 (Fig. 7). The climatological jet stream over the Northern

Hemisphere is also represented by plotting the zonal wind at

the same level (U200). This is done to determine the role of

the jet stream intensity and configuration in propagating the

FIG. 6. Anomalies around the equator in JAS: SST anomalous composites for years with positive and negative

extreme of (a),(b) Imax and (c),(d) Imin throughout the period 1953–75 [selecting cases with standardized

anomalies (a),(c) above 0.5 std and (b),(d) below 20.5 std]. The dotted regions indicate statistically significant

areas, according to a t test at the 90% confidence level.

FIG. 7. Analysis of the teleconnection mechanism: ENSO teleconnections in JAS period 1953–75 SST (shaded)

and Z200 (contours) anomalous composites for years with negative Niño-3.4 index. Columns show (a),(c) the years

in which Imax and Imin present positive extremes and (b),(d) the years in which Imax and Imin do not present extremes.

Cases are selected with standardized anomalies below 20.5 or above 0.5 std. The dotted regions indicate statistically

significant areas, according to a t test at the 90% confidence level [black dots for SST; red (blue) dots for positive

(negative) Z200]. Climatological U200 is plotted in gray (values between 10 and 60m s21; interval: 10m s21).
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atmospheric Rossby waves associated with the ENSO–WE

teleconnection.

The different atmospheric patterns over WE could be

explained by 1) a distinct oceanic forcing and/or 2) a different

propagation of the teleconnection. The former is suggested by

the anomalous SST configuration in Fig. 7, with stronger SST

anomalies for LN episodes impacting temperatures (Figs. 7a,c)

than those related to LN episodes with no impact on WE

(Figs. 7b,d). In the cases with impact on WE, SST anomalies

are strong (;218C) and reach the easternmost area of the

equatorial Pacific, suggesting that well-developed LN events in

summer, with sufficiently strong negative anomalies, are able

to trigger a mechanism that reaches WE and impacts on

WARM temperatures. Regarding the propagationmechanism,

the teleconnection pattern for those LN events with no impact

on WARM temperatures (Figs. 7b,d) is opposite to those im-

pacting positive temperatures (Figs. 7a,c). In particular, the

resulting positive center of geopotential anomalies over the

North Sea associated with LN years impacting WARM events

(Figs. 7a,c) is negative for the other LN episodes (Figs. 7b,d).

This negative center over the North Sea is consistent with

negative anomalies found in T850 (Figs. 5d,h).

The regional atmospheric structure associated with the

WARM events (Figs. 7a,c) resembles the pattern usually

associated with blocking events in the atmospheric west–east

circulation over Europe (Barriopedro et al. 2006). Advective

processes could explain the warmer conditions in the selected

region, located at the south of that positive and blocking

center, a feature that is absent for the remaining LNs.

Analysis of the large-scale teleconnection mechanism link-

ing WARM events with LN episodes shows two anomalous

cyclones straggling the equator, located at the northwest and at

the southwest of the SST forcing (Figs. 7a,c). This structure

resembles the atmospheric response to an equatorial diabatic

cooling (Gill 1980). The resulting wave activity describes an

arching-like structure from the central equatorial Pacific to

North America (negative center over Hawaii and positive over

California), where it seems to merge with a wavenumber-5

configuration trapped in the northern jet stream (gray shaded).

The latter is consistent with the so-called CGT structure

(Branstator 2002) and is in agreement with typical atmospheric

responses identified in summer (DW05): positive anomaly

centers at the North Sea, West Asia, East Asia, the north-

eastern Pacific, and Hudson Bay. The streamfunction and the

WAF at 200 hPa are consistent with the proposed propagating

mechanisms (Fig. 8): a CGT pattern at the midlatitudes to-

gether with an arching pattern triggered from the central

Pacific. Moreover, the OLR (Fig. 8) indicates the region in

FIG. 8. OLR (Wm22), streamfunction (contours; m2 s21), andWAF (arrows; m2 s22) at 200 hPa in the JAS period 1953–75 for WARM

and Niña cases. The years are shown in which (a) Imax and (b) Imin present positive extremes and that match with the years with the

negative extreme Niño-3.4 index. The dotted regions indicate statistically significant areas according to a Monte Carlo test at 90%

confidence level [red (blue) dots for positive (negative) streamfunction]. Only the statistically significant values between 158 and 708N of

WAF are shown, according to a Monte Carlo test at the 90% confidence level. Violet and green arrows indicate zonally and meridionally

significant areas, respectively; black arrows indicate that both aspects are statistically significant. Arrows scaled by 2. OLR is shown only

between 208S and 208N.
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which the wave emerges, which is consistent with the

propagation mechanism.

Furthermore, we analyze the evolution of the underlying LN

events and find a clear growing tendency: LN reaches its peak

in the following winter (Fig. 9; see also Fig. S4). In particular,

therefore, developing LNs impact on WE temperatures in

summer through a teleconnection pattern in which the CGT

structure seems to be the dominant one, which is in agreement

with D11.

The aforementioned result reinforces the robustness of the

teleconnection between LN episodes and Tmax/Tmin, in

summer, for the analyzed period (1953–75) and enables us to

propose the following general hypotheses:

d Canonical LN impacts on positive WE temperature increas-

ing its value.
d LN events impacting on summer temperature are in their

growing phase.
d The teleconnection mechanism appears to begin with an

arching-like pattern triggered from the central Pacific, which

is trapped by the northern jet stream at midlatitudes where

the CGT is activated.
d This teleconnection produces a positive anomaly center in

WE, both in Z200 and T850.
d For EN events, no clear results are found.

Another important aspect that has not been addressed so far

is the persistence of the SST anomalies over the tropical

Pacific. This issue is relevant for predictability purposes.

Analysis of the statistical significance of correlations between

the EN-related anomalies in the previous seasons and the

temperature response in WE enables us to form an idea of the

potential predictability. This has been obtained for Niño-3.4
index in the selected period (1953–75; see Fig. 9); notice the

linear nature of this analysis. However, as mentioned above,

the teleconnection is biased to LN, so we draw conclusions only

for this ENSO phase.

The negative correlations found at lag 0 (correlation be-

tween Imax/Imin and Niño-3.4 in JAS) agree with the results

shown in Fig. 3. They cover from lag24 until lag 8, reaching a

peak around lag 2 and 4. Correlations change to positive values

at lag 25 and remain positive for the whole previous natural

year (from lag 25 to 218/20), with the positive peak (signifi-

cant for Imin) around lag 212. Therefore, two consecutive

ENSO peaks separated by 14–16 months are detected, which

suggests a 2.5-yr ENSO cycle.

2) FALL (OND; 1990–2016)

Following the samemethodology as in summer, we analyze the

linearity of theWE response to ENSO with respect to the ENSO

phase and flavor, and the related teleconnection mechanism.

We select a period (1990–2016) according to the positive

correlations shown in Fig. 3. These correlations suggest positive

(negative) extremes of temperature linked with positive (nega-

tive) extremes of ENSO (see also Fig. 10). For the COLD cases,

there are 12 (13) events with lower anomalous values in Imax

(Imin) (red and blue minus signs, respectively), but only in 2 (3)

cases does a LN episode take place (among the total 7 LNevents

registered throughout this selected period; black dots vs

green minus signs). All these findings suggest that LN is

not a sufficient condition for triggering a COLD event, ei-

ther for Tmax or for Tmin. These COLD cases should

therefore be associated with other causes. For the WARM

cases, higher values of Imax (Imin) are clearly related to

EN. There are 9 (9) cases (red1/blue1), in which 6 (7) of them

an EN event occurs (black dots); that is, almost 70% (90%) of the

total. Furthermore, during this period 10 EN events were regis-

tered (green 1), more than half of them matching with higher

temperatures in WE (black dots). EN could therefore be a con-

dition for triggering a WARM event.

Over the NAES, cold conditions over theAtlantic and warm

conditions over WE are identified at lower-tropospheric levels

in relation to EN (Figs. 11b,f). However, unrelated EN epi-

sodes present a configuration characterized by a positive center

over the west Atlantic and negative anomalies over WE

(Figs. 11d,h), a pattern that cannot explain the occurrence of

WARM temperatures in WE. The differences in EN charac-

teristic and/or the teleconnection mechanism between those

cases impacting on WARM temperatures and the others are

analyzed in section 4.

It is also worth mentioning the intense positive anomalies

around theBaltic Sea in theWARMcases not explained by EN

(Figs. 11c,g). This region, which is outside our study area (WE),

should be linked with internal variability or with another ex-

ternally forced mechanism not associated with our proposed

teleconnection.

For theWARM events, an intense (statistically significant for

Imin) EN signal appears over the tropical Pacific (Figs. 12a,c).

On the other hand, as expected, in the COLD cases, a very weak

and nonsignificant LN signal emerges (Figs. 12b,d). The same

analysis but for the first decades (1953–75) shows similar SST

anomalies but noticeably weaker and nonsignificant (Fig. S5),

FIG. 9. Persistence of El Niño influence in JAS, showing a

lag correlation between Imax/Imin and Niño-3.4 index (for the

previous 23 and succeeding 8 three-month seasons) for the period

1953–75. (left) Correlations of Imax and Niño-3.4 index. The syn-

chronous result (lag 5 0) appears as the gray bar (0 on the x axis

and in the legend). The leftmost bar shows the correlation between

Imax and Niño-3.4 index in ASO of 20-yr window starting and

ending 2 years before the selected period (1951–73, 223 on the x

axis and in the legend). The rightmost bar indicates the correlation

between Imax and Niño-3.4 index in MAM of 20-yr window

starting and ending 1 year after the selected period (1954–76; 8 on

the x axis and in the legend). The white points (black for lag 5 0)

indicate statistically significant correlations according to a t test at

the 90% level. (right) As in the left panel, but for Imin. The lag5 0

is shown in black. The black points (white for lag 5 0) indicate

statistically significant correlations.
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which is consistent with the correlations obtained for this pe-

riod (Fig. 3).

Henceforth, we focus on the EN–WARM temperatures

teleconnection and, particularly, on the atmospheric pattern

explaining it. We analyze and compare those EN events that

have an impact on temperature (Figs. 13a,c) with those EN

events with no impact onWE (Figs. 13b,d).As in summer, we find

the way in which EN episodes with stronger SST anomalies are

those impacting onWE. These EN events present anomalies that

cover the whole equatorial Pacific, reaching values close to 28
(Figs. 13a,c). On the other hand, the remaining EN events, which

have no impact on WE, present CP configuration with weaker

amplitudes. The anomalous Z200 also indicates a wave structure

that differs between EN events impacting WE temperature and

those with no influence on WE (Figs. 13a,c vs Figs. 13b,d).

Focusing on the EN events impacting onWE (Figs. 13a,c),

it appears that an arching-like wave structure is triggered

from the central Pacific. At the northwest and the southwest

of the maximum SST anomalies, two twin anticyclones ap-

pear straddling the equator, which resemble the typical Gill

response (Gill 1980) to an equatorial diabatic heating. This

baroclinic structure follows by an extratropical barotropic

wave with a negative center located at California, a positive

one at the east of North America, a negative center over the

North Atlantic and a positive one reaching the western

Mediterranean. The streamfunction (Fig. 14) is consistent

with this structure. Furthermore, the related WAF (Fig. 14)

shows significant interaction between the tropics and the

extratropics. Two different Rossby wave sources are sug-

gested over the tropical Pacific: one from the EP (;1208W)

and the other from the CP (;1508–160 8W), the latter with a

larger structure, which reaches higher latitudes. These two

WAF intrusions produce distinct Rossby wavetrains, which

can be partly attributed to the different interactions with the

zonal mean flow, with the EP-related anomalies reaching

the Atlantic branch of the jet stream and the CP-related

anomalies reaching the North Pacific branch of the jet

stream (see also the gray shaded areas in Fig. 13). Finally,

the OLR shows negative anomalies linked with EN pattern,

which is consistent with the area from which the wave

emerges.

The resulting structure over the NAES agrees with

the eastern Atlantic (EA) pattern in its positive phase

(Barnston and Livezey 1987), which is reflected in strong

positive anomalies center over WE, which (plus positive

center found in T850 field in Fig. 11) explains conditions

for higher stability and higher than usual surface temper-

ature. This response agrees with King et al. (2017, 2018),

who find a relationship in November between EN events

and European warm temperatures (see Fig. 3a in King et al.

2018). However, in the present study we add new insights,

since we determine the way in which this relation is not

linear and is biased to EN events, but only for some par-

ticular periods.

Summarizing, our general hypotheses for ENSO telecon-

nection with temperatures inWE, in the selected period (1990–

2016) and in the fall, are as follows:

d Canonical EN episodes impact on positive WE Tmax and

Tmin, increasing their values.

FIG. 10. OND standardized anomalies of Imax (red), Imin (blue), and Niño-3.4 (green) indices throughout the whole period (1950–

2016). The horizontal black and dashed lines indicate thresholds (0.5 and 20.5 std). Years that exceed the positive threshold for Imax,

Imin, and Niño-3.4 are indicated at the bottom with red, blue, and green plus signs (1), respectively. The years that exceed the negative

threshold for Imax, Imin, andNiño-3.4 are indicated at the bottomwith red, blue, and greenminus signs (2), respectively. The black points

represent the years that contribute to the positive correlation between Niño-3.4 and Imax and/or Imin (positive/negative Niño and

positive/negative Imax or Imin).
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d The teleconnection mechanism seems to follow an arching-

like pattern.
d The planetary Rossby waves are able to reach the NAES and

generate an EA response, which in turn explains the impact

on WE temperatures.
d For LN events, no clear results are found.

As for the summer season, we compute the correlation

scores between Imax/Imin and Niño-3.4 at different time lags

(Fig. 15) in order to assess possible predictability. It should be

pointed out that, although this is a linear analysis, we should

interpret Fig. 15 only for positive ENSO phases (EN). The

results show positive and statistically significant correlations

between the variables and Niño-3.4 at lag 0 and in the three to

four previous/coming seasons (from lag24 to lag 3). Hence, an

EN event that begins in summer correlates with WARM tem-

peratures of the next fall–winter period, when it reaches its peak.

Before lag 24, the correlations become smaller and change to

negative values. Between 8/9 and 17 preceding seasons (from

lag 28/29 to 217), negative and statistically significant corre-

lations are found, which means that during approximately the

previous natural year a LN event is detected. As in summer,

ENSO cycle also seems to last around 2.5 years.

4. Summary and discussion

This study concerns the search for possible predictors ofWE

temperatures. We find that ENSO impacts in a nonlinear,

nonstationary way on WE temperatures in summer and fall

seasons. This correlation is investigated using high-quality data

FIG. 11. Composites of T850 patterns and their relationship with ENSO in OND. Composites of anomalous temperature at

850 hPa calculated for years with extreme Imax or Imin and considering Niño-3.4 influence throughout the period 1990–2016

(selecting cases with standardized anomalies above 0.5 or below 20.5 std). Years corresponding with positive composites of

(a) Imax and (e) Imin (WARM cases) are divided into years (b),(f) with positive Niño-3.4 index and (c),(g) with no El Niño. (d),(h)
Also shown are composites for positive Niño-3.4 events that do not match with WARM cases. (i)–(p) As in (a)–(h), but for negative

composites of (i) Imax and (m) Imin (COLD cases) and (j),(k),(n),(o) comparing with the negative composite of the Niño-3.4 index.
(l),(p) Negative Niño-3.4 composites that do not match with the COLD cases. The dotted regions indicate statistically significant

areas according to a t test at the 90% confidence level.
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of Tmax and Tmin in a certain region within WE, which is the

area of maximum variability on the European continent.

Statistically significant correlation scores are obtained for

decades before the 1980s. These correlations are found to be

negative in summer (JAS). From the 1980s onward, the link

changes and positive correlations are obtained. Indeed, for the

decades after the 1980s, the strongest influence of ENSOonWE

temperatures appears in fall (OND). This propagation structure

identified in the correlation analysis between summer and fall

was already suggested in previous studies (LP12) and point to a

change in the seasonal evolution of the ENSO impact on WE.

The results also indicate a nonlinear response to ENSO,

in such a way that the influence is found only for warmer

atmospheric conditions, LN being the phase with this impact in

JAS and EN phase in OND.

Before the 1980s, an anticyclonic blocking pattern is found

for the local summer atmospheric response to LN, in agree-

ment with blocking structures associated with summer heat

waves overWE (Cassou et al. 2005). In the case of EN, a similar

association is identified in fall season for decades after the

1990s. As shown in Fig. 16a, the climatological conditions over

the tropical oceans are colder (warmer) for the 1950s to the

1980s (the 1990s to the 2010s), which may affect the propaga-

tion of atmospheric Rossby waves and the available potential

energy released by convection from the tropics (Johnson and

Xie 2010, and references therein). However, the nonstationary

FIG. 13. Analysis of the teleconnection mechanism: ENSO teleconnections in OND period 1990–2016 SST

(shaded) and Z200 (contours) anomalous composites for years with positive Niño-3.4 index. Columns show (a),(c)

the years in which Imax and Imin present positive extremes and (b),(d) the years in which Imax and Imin do not

present extremes. Cases are selected with standardized anomalies below 20.5 std or above 0.5 std. The dotted

regions indicate statistically significant areas according to a t test at the 90% confidence level [black dots for SST;

red (blue) dots for positive (negative) Z200]. Climatological U200 is plotted in gray (values between 10 and

60m s21; interval: 10m s21).

FIG. 12. Anomalies around the equator in OND: SST anomalous composites for years with positive and negative

extreme of (a),(b) Imax and (c),(d) Imin throughout the period 1990–2016 (selecting cases with standardized

anomalies (a),(c) above 0.5 std and (b),(d) below20.5 std). The dotted regions indicate statistically significant areas

according to a t test at the 90% confidence level.
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ENSO teleconnection with Europe is still under debate. Some

authors point to the Atlantic Ocean as a modulator of some

teleconnection pathways (e.g., Sutton andHodson 2003), while

others find that the base state of both the Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans plays an important role in this nonstationary link (e.g.,

LP15, LP16). Finally, other authors attribute this changing

impact to global warming (e.g., Vecchi and Soden 2007).

Recent research shows that global warming is linked to the

amplification of Rossby waves and the CGT in summer (Teng

and Branstator 2019), and Kornhuber et al. (2020) found a

relation between this amplification and stronger heatwaves

around the world. Nevertheless, the results presented here also

point to natural variability modes as potential modulators

of the ENSO teleconnection with WE. For instance, the link

identified here between LN events and Tmax/Tmin overWE in

summer occurs in those decades before the 1980s in coinci-

dence with a negative phase of the interdecadal Pacific oscil-

lation (IPO; Salinger et al. 2001). Thus, the negative anomalies

associated with LN, together with the cold background con-

ditions related to the negative IPO, may provide the necessary

condition for triggering an atmospheric teleconnection to

Europe. On the other hand, after the 1990s, our results indicate

a transition (from summer to fall) of the season in which

ENSO influences WE temperatures, although in this case the

link occurs in association with EN episodes. While other fac-

tors may also be influencing this, the emergence of this EN

teleconnection with WE in the 1990s is consistent with 1) the

positive IPO phase taking place during that period and 2) the

related increase of frequency in EN episodes. Nevertheless, no

conclusive reason sustains the propagation of the impact from

summer to fall. At this point, further analysis will be needed in

order to clarify whether these changes represent a real dis-

placement of the season in which ENSO impact occurs or if

they reflect an intermittent nature of this teleconnection in

each season.

To better understand the teleconnection differences among

decades, additional factors that should be also taken into ac-

count are the characteristics of the climatological northern jet

stream (Figs. 16b–d). Zonal wind anomalies at upper tropo-

sphere are mostly positive at midlatitudes (408–608N) and

negative at the subtropics (208–408N), with the exception of the

longitudes between 608 and 1608E (Fig. 16b). The resultant

anomalous configuration indicates a northward shift of the jet

in the recent decades. In that decades, a significant warming

appears over the tropical belt in such a way that a marked

meridional gradient emerges. The latter seems to be behind the

northward displacement of the zonal jet. This shift is clearer

over the Atlantic sector (Fig. 16b) and could be playing an

FIG. 14. OLR (Wm22), streamfunction (contours; m2 s21), and WAF (arrows; m2 s22) at 200 hPa in the OND period 1990–2016 for

WARM and Niño cases, showing the years in which (a) Imax and (b) Imin present positive extremes and that match with the years

with the positive extreme Niño-3.4 index. The dotted regions indicate statistically significant areas according to a Monte Carlo test

at the 90% confidence level [red (blue) dots for positive (negative) streamfunction]. Only the statistically significant values between

158 and 708N of WAF are shown, according to a Monte Carlo test at the 90% confidence level. Violet and green arrows indicate

zonally and meridionally significant areas, respectively; black arrows indicate that both aspects are statistically significant. Arrows

scaled by 0.5. OLR is shown only between 208S and 208N.
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important role in our changing teleconnection as explained

next. Following the seasonal cycle, the jet stream is placed

northward in boreal summer compared to winter (Branstator

and Teng 2017). This fact, together with the decadal shift of the

jet, has an impact on the role of the jet in the teleconnections

along the seasons. In summer, a more zonal jet is acting as a

wave train for a CGT, reaching northern areas in the second

period (1990–2016), out of our study region (Fig. S6). On the

contrary, during the second period but in fall, the jet stream

presents a weakening on the eastern flank of the subtropical

North Pacific (Fig. S7), favoring an arching-like wave con-

figuration reaching our study region. This changing position

of the jet streammay be, in turn, due to the natural variability

of ocean SST (LP15) and/or the anthropogenic forcing

(Woollings and Blackburn 2012). Indeed, Lin et al. (2016)

found that SST anomalies linked with the AMV play an im-

portant role in the CGT pattern, which is trapped in the jet,

in summer.

In the future, further research should be therefore con-

ducted in order to better understand the role of both global

warming and decadal variability in the modulation of the

tropical–extratropical teleconnections, and, if possible, to in-

tegrate this information into the current seasonal prediction

systems. To this aim, sensitivity experiments with different

background conditions and ENSO flavors and phases should

be conducted.

It is also interesting to note the fact that previous studies

concerning the influence of ENSO on the European climate

have paid little attention to the summer season, for which the

signature of ENSO has been described as marginal (Shaman

2014b). In our opinion, the principal reasons that account for

this apparent contradiction with our analysis are 1) the variable

considered (temperature and not rainfall) and 2) the time

period analyzed. In this sense, Shaman (2014b) investigates the

impact of ENSO on European precipitation during a period

(1950–2013) similar to our whole period (1950–2016). In the

present study, however, we seek windows of opportunity; that

is, decades in which the influence of ENSO on WE tempera-

ture is significant during a 20-yr period (LP12). We therefore

propose that while the ENSO–WE teleconnection in summer

does exist, it does not have the same impact on rainfall as on

temperature; being nonstationary but significant and robust for

temperature (Tmax and Tmin), but weak and marginal for

precipitation.

The underlying mechanism in summer for decades before the

1980s is associated with a wave pattern triggered from the cen-

tral Pacific and trapped by the jet stream, thereby producing a

wavenumber-5 CGT structure (Branstator 2002; DW05; Wang

et al. 2012). For those weaker LNs with no impact on WE

temperatures, the wave triggered from the equatorial Pacific is

unable to reach the jet stream and modulate the global circula-

tion (the WAF and the streamfunction are shown in Fig. S8).

Moreover, D11 described the differences between ENSO

teleconnection in summers when the event is developing and

when it is decaying. These authors found a CGT-like pattern

for the years when ENSO is developing. Analysis of the evo-

lution of our LN events also reveal a growing pattern (Fig. S5),

which brings our results into agreement with D11.

No clear results are found for EN events, perhaps because of

the limited number of years detected in the period analyzed.

Only four EN cases are identified over 23 years (1953–75), a

period coinciding with a negative phase of IPO (Salinger et al.

2001). In this period, 9 (6) cases with colder Imax (Imin) than

FIG. 16. Changes in the climatological background conditions.

(a) Difference between the 1990–2016 and 1953–75 SST annual

means. (b) As in (a), but for U200. (c) Climatological U200 for

1953–75. (d) As in (c), but for 1990–2016. The dotted regions in-

dicate statistically significant areas according to a t test at the 90%

confidence level. For SST, the climate signal has been removed.

FIG. 15. Persistence of El Niño influence in OND. Lag correla-

tion between Imax/Imin and the Niño-3.4 index (for the previous

23 and succeeding 8 three-month seasons) for the period 1990–2016.

(left) Correlations of Imax and Niño-3.4 index. The synchronous

result (lag 5 0) appears as the gray bar (0 on the x axis and in the

legend). The leftmost bar shows the correlation between Imax and

Niño-3.4 index in NDJ of a 20-yr window starting and ending 2 years

before the selected period (1988–2014, 223 on the x axis and in the

legend). The rightmost bar indicates the correlation between Imax

and Niño-3.4 index in JJA of a 20-yr window starting and ending 1

year after the selected period (1991–2017; 8 on the x axis and in the

legend). The white points (black for lag 5 0) indicate statistically

significant correlations according to a t test at the 90% level. (right)

As in the left panel, but for Imin. The lag5 0 is shown in black. The

black points (white for lag 5 0) indicate statistically significant

correlations.
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usual are found, fewer than half of which are related to EN

episodes (4 and 2, respectively). Thus, most of the cases with

colder temperatures seem to be related with local processes or

internal variability (linked perhaps with dominant modes in

the study region such as the NAO). Even so, all EN events

impact WE Tmax and the underlying teleconnection mecha-

nism seems to be very similar to that found for LN cases

(Figs. S2 and S3). This result points to the negative IPO phase

as the major explanation for the fact that our teleconnection

with WE is biased to LN events (and absent for EN events).

For decades after the 1990s, however, the underlying mech-

anisms in fall season are related to an arching-like pattern trig-

gered from the central equatorial Pacific, crossing the United

States, and reachingWE.The resultant pattern resembles anEA

positive-phase configuration (King et al. 2017, 2018). The arch-

ing pattern found does not totally agree with either the TNH

or the PNA, patterns that are usually linked with ENSO.

Nevertheless, a positive anomalous tongue crossing the Atlantic

and reaching WE is found, a structure similar (shifted north-

ward) to the PNA-like teleconnection pattern described by Yu

et al. (2015) in winter.

For weaker and CP-like ENs with no impact on WE tem-

peratures, the SST anomalies do not seem to constitute an

energy source capable of triggering a wave that modulates the

global circulation (Figs. 13b,d). The typical Gill response is

absent, and the midlatitude zonal structure does not appear

to be affected by ENSO. The WAF and the streamfunction

confirms this hypothesis; there is no intrusion of wave ac-

tivity from subtropics to the extratropics and the stream-

function does not present significant anomalies in the tropics

(Fig. S9).

Thus, an important outcome of our study is that only

anomalous warm conditions in WE (i.e., Tmin and Tmax higher

than usual) seem to be predictable from ENSO. However, this

occurs for certain periods and by means of distinct dynamical

mechanisms, associated with LN events in summer during the

1953–75 period and with EN events in fall for the 1990–2016

period. Unfortunately, due to the changing impact found be-

tween decades and the resulting limited number of years for

each analysis, the sampling is (sometimes) small. Thus, further

research with sensitivity experiments will be useful to increase

the robustness of our findings.

Finally, our results also shed light on the role played by the

ENSO cycle in the above-mentioned influence over WE tem-

perature. In summer, warmer than usual temperatures linked

to LN appear when the event in the Pacific is developing and

the peak is reached in the following winter. This LN event (in

progress during summertime) is preceded by an EN event in

such away that anEN-to-LN transition is found (Fig. 9). In fall, the

EN events impacting on warmer than usual temperatures in WE

are at their peak and come fromaLNevent in the previous fall and

winter (Fig. 15). These transitions in summer and fall are both

statistically significant and suggests a 2.5-yrENSOcycle. This result

may increase the predictive capability of the European climate

from the ENSO-related SSTs, and emerges as an important con-

tribution of the present study, particularly for summer, a season

with very limited predictive skill (Ghosh et al. 2017). This and other

related aspects should be analyzed further in future studies.
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